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Getting the books Damon The Protectors 1 Teresa Gabelman now is not type of inspiring means. You could not unaided going with ebook growth or library or borrowing from your contacts to contact
them. This is an certainly simple means to speciﬁcally acquire lead by on-line. This online declaration Damon The Protectors 1 Teresa Gabelman can be one of the options to accompany you with having
supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. bow to me, the e-book will unconditionally vent you further event to read. Just invest little become old to get into this on-line proclamation Damon The Protectors 1 Teresa
Gabelman as with ease as review them wherever you are now.

KEY=TERESA - ARI KENDRICK
DAMON (THE PROTECTORS SERIES)
CreateSpace Damon DeMasters is a vampire warrior who has taken an oath to not only protect his own kind, but humans as well. Crimson Rush is the new drug and it's their duty to
ﬁnd who is behind the selling of vampire blood and stop it. As a social worker, Nicole Callahan ﬁghts for the right of every child placed in her care. There's a war now as vampires
have stepped out into the spotlight taking their place in society and the children are at the heart of it all. Damon and his fellow warriors have been ordered by the Vampire Council
to train Nicole and her colleagues against the dangers they now face in their new world. Even as sparks ﬂy and tensions mount, Nicole and Damon depend on each other to protect
the children of both races.

SID
CreateSpace Renowned for his playboy lifestyle and wisecrack remarks, Sid Sinclair knows he is the last pick for the lead investigator of human/half-breed traﬃcking. Never one to
play by the rules, Sid takes his new position seriously, but not without driving the leader of the VC Council and fellow Warrior's crazy. A human with a special gift, Lana Fitzpatrick's
life is complicated. When Sid Sinclair charges into her life, her complicated life becomes torturous; his charm and wit draws her in like no other. Having dealt with alpha men most of
her life, she is a match made in heaven for the VC Warrior who thinks he is God's gift to women. As the world of vampires and humans try to coexist, Sid and Lana's lives intertwine.
It doesn't take long before the sparks between the two ﬂy and for them to realize they have both ﬁnally met their match.

INVISIBLE WARRIOR
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Steve, the self-proclaimed Invisible Warrior, has not had a typical life. Trained by the VC Warriors, he still has to prove his worth, but with
humor and sheer will, he refuses to give up. In one afternoon, his life changes, as do the lives of three others. Steve Richardson has a serious choice to make between two women
and someone who holds his heart like no other.

CHARGER (THE PROTECTORS SERIES)
Charger O'Neil knows nothing but chaos. As a Dark Guardian dealing with the underworld, mayhem is to be expected. Not only is it part of the job but also his life. With his team
falling apart, Charger has an important decision to make. Stay or get out while he still can. Staying means he'll bring down the one person he's ever cared about but walking away
means he could lose her forever. At a crossroads, Charger faces options he never saw coming. All his life, he's ridden the line between good and evil. Now, after so many years of the
battle, one single decision could change his course, pushing him to the one side he never thought he'd be on.

SLADE
Highly trained VC Warrior, Dr. Slade Buchanan's, role between lifesaver and lifetaker has been a constant battle, but nothing prepared him for half-breed VC Warrior trainee, Jill
Nichols. Slade realizes his struggles from the past were nothing compared to the diﬃculty of resisting the woman who could never belong to a man like him. Being the only female
VC Warrior recruit, Jill Nichols, has an uphill battle. Falling for the sexy doctor, Slade Buchanan, has not made the battle any easier, especially when he constantly reminds her and
others there will never be anything between them. Working harder than any male recruit, obstacles are thrown in her path, and with each challenge, it becomes clear that the two
things she wants most may never be.

KADE'S DARK EMBRACE
CreateSpace An Erotic Paranormal Romance... After a series of girls are ritualistically murdered on the cold streets of Philadelphia, seasoned detective, Sydney Willows, is forced to
work with sexy, alpha vampire, Kade Issacson. While working the case, Sydney ﬁnds herself inexplicably drawn to Kade, ﬁghting the passion she feels towards him. Kade,
determined to solve the case and mete out justice, is captivated by the independent, ﬁery detective. As he attempts to protect her from a very real murderer, Kade grows concerned
that the beautiful, but very human detective, could easily end up dead should she tangle with supernatural forces that are beyond her control. The investigation leads them into a
dark and dangerous world, deep in the heart of New Orleans, where together, they search for the perpetrators of the Voodoo killings. Sydney soon becomes the target of the killer
and ends up ﬁghting for her life and love in the Big Easy. If she makes it out alive, will she give into the intoxicating desire she feels for Kade?

THE ENFORCER
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Becky Adams is living life one day at a time as best she can in a world gone crazy. Maverick Wilder had walked away from the woman he
loved above everything. He had no choice. When their worlds collide, will true love heal a broken heart and a life altered beyond repair.

DUNCAN (THE PROTECTORS SERIES) BOOK #3
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Leader of the VC Warriors Cincinnati branch, Duncan Roark, has devoted his long life to the Warriors he calls brothers and the Vampire
Council, protecting innocents of both the vampire and human race. Things change suddenly when it is ordered that he and his fellow Warriors train human Social Workers to protect
themselves in their new world of vampires. Falling in love with a human was something Duncan never thought possible, but love her he did. Now instead of being the ruthless leader
he was trained to be, his focus has turned to ﬁnding the woman he loved and let go. Pam Braxton is outgoing and loves her job working with children, but when she realizes her live
in boyfriend, Kenny Lawrence, has been using her and her job for his illegal activities, she becomes withdrawn, and her world is turned upside down. Deciding to take matters into
her own hands, she stays, trying to learn more of his betrayal so she could see him punished. That decision sucks her deeper into a relationship that has turned dangerous and
abusive. Overhearing a plot that would put everyone she cares about at risk, she ﬁnds the courage to try to stop the monster who has threatened her friends and the man she truly
loves. Now Pam is on the run, alone and with a secret that could change the already unbalanced world of vampires and humans. As Duncan searches for Pam, the threat of losing his
leadership role has the other Warriors worried, but their loyalty for Duncan is strong and they stand behind him. Duncan's search is relentless; he knows he is not the only one
looking for Pam. Even with his responsibilities slipping, he puts it all on the line to ﬁnd the only woman he has ever loved. In a race against time, Duncan ﬁghts to ﬁnd Pam before
her past catches up to her. The Warrior's path is clear: Find the woman he loves before the past ﬁnds her ﬁrst.

SLOAN
Not only does VC leader, Sloan Murphy, have to keep the peace between the human and vampire race, but he also wrangles VC Warriors in his spare time. It's a job that could drive
a saint insane, and Sloan is no saint, but insane he may be. While his Warriors ﬁnd mates, he swears he will not follow in their footsteps. Becky Spencer, his new secretary who he
reluctantly employs, is set to threaten every stoic promise he's made. With an instant attraction that is hard to deny, she ﬁts into his world with conﬁdent ease. Even though Becky
has sworn oﬀ men after her nasty divorce, she can't help the desire the sexy and serious Sloan Murphy stirs in her. It isn't until she sees how devoted he is to his job and the
Warriors under his command, that her lusty feelings turn into more. Working in close quarters, they both ﬁght the pull that grows with each passing minute. Who will win, the
secretary, the Warrior, or an attraction that just won't go away?

TESSA
KARMA'S REVENGE
Independently Published In a world where humans are hunted, a woman with a feared name and a score to settle has a hefty price on her head. Meet Karma, the Slayer of Vampires.
She has a mission, revenge, and will not let anything or anyone get in her way.Axel "Assassin" Walker's a half-breed, his loyalty lying with the highest bidder. A gun for hire,
Assassin has no allegiance to humans or vampires, but his highest pay day is yet to come. All he has to do is kill the one they call the Slayer of Vampires. Karma and Assassin
become players in a tangled web of deceit. With the options of ﬁghting each other or joining forces to take out those who've dared make them pawns in their dangerous game, both
know the rules are about to change. ****New Cover-Same Story****

EDGE OF EIGHTEEN
A SLOW BURN SUMMER CAMP LOVE STORY
At ﬁrst, Devin was just an innocent summer crush. But then my feelings for him began to deepen. And I realized he was showing interest in me, too. Except Devin isn't allowed to
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like me.My best friend Lauren and I were away at Camp Pines by the Lake before starting college in the fall.It was exciting when I met Luke on day one, and he was deﬁnitely into
me. Camp last year wasn't enjoyable. So, spending the summer with Luke seemed like it could be fun.Then just like that, who I wanted changed.You know that moment when you
see a guy's face for the ﬁrst time and he's just so beautiful that it takes your breath away? Or what about when your ﬁngers brush against each other's and you feel tingles? That
was all happening to me every time I saw the guy with the longish surfer hair and crystal blue eyes. His name tag ﬁnally revealed his name: Devin.I managed to get some intriguing
information about Devin from my cabin counselor. After that, all I'd hoped for were some chances to be around him--so he might get to know me.It was completely unexpected, yet
thrilling, when we got to talk during a terrible rainstorm that'd left us completely alone together. I ended up sharing my feelings about being an adoptee and wanting to ﬁnd my
birth mom. And eventually, I learned of his own troubled past.The problem is now I like Devin more than I should. And an even bigger issue is that my birthday isn't until the end of
July, which means I'm still seventeen. *** Edge of Eighteen is a standalone New Adult/YA contemporary romance novel. It is recommended for ages 17+ ***

RONAN
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Most think that newest VC Warrior, Ronan McDonald, is just a laid-back cowboy. What they don't see is the inner turmoil that only his small
ranch and horses can tame. At least that is until a witch with a beauty none could deny walks into his life. Running has been Kira Grail's life for as long as she can remember. It isn't
until she meets a VC Warrior that she realizes she's grown weary, but the forces chasing her will never bend. Ronan doesn't believe in magic or curses. What he does believe is that
only he can keep Kira safe. Together, they ﬁght to bring the once powerful warlock, Orjyll, to his knees, releasing the women of the Dragonﬂy Coven. During their perilous journey,
Kira vows to keep her distance, but the vampire cowboy has other plans.

SERAFINA
Skye Callahan Seven years. Six hits. A hundred secrets. A spy among the most dangerous of men. Sometimes seductress. Sometimes assassin. I’m the girl at the party everyone looks
at, but no one remembers. I was trained to be ruthless, stripped of emotion and empathy, and yet something inside me-- something logic and reason will never touch--yearns to be
more than the beautiful facade crafted by my master. I want some part of the fantasy to be real. A touch. A kiss. A glance just for me. But none of it’s ever for me because there is
no me. I am olvidado. Forgotten. Until I meet the one man who refuses to forget me. BLAIRE'S WORLD is a spin-oﬀ series of Dark Romance titles, written by a collection of USA Today
and Amazon Bestselling authors, deriving from Anita Gray's Top 20 Amazon Bestselling, The Dark Romance Series. You do not need to read The Dark Romance Series in order to
follow BLAIRE'S WORLD. Each story in BLAIRE'S WORLD is a standalone within the series, following the journey of a character from The Dark Romance Series, so expect to see some
old faces—and some new ones. BLAIRE'S WORLD titles include: BEAUTY, Part 1 & 2, by Kirsty Dallas KRISTOFF by Measha Stone LUNA & ANDRES by Nikita Slater EVELINA by Ally
Vance SERAFINA by Skye Callahan OLIVER by Anna Edwards Anita Gray has had no creative inﬂuence over BLAIRE'S WORLD. The storylines are solely crafted by the authors.

FORBIDDEN TEMPTATION
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Taking on new recruits has always been tricky business for Dell Farris, head protector of the Lee County Wolves. Add in the knowledge that
his mate is one of them makes things even more complicated. He knows she has demons to ﬁght, but he's determined to take charge of that battle. Nothing and no one will ever
hurt her again. Roslyn "Ross" Starr has secrets that she plans to take to the grave. But fearing putting innocents in danger, she makes a decision that could end everything. In a
split second, Ross's life changes, and all because of a handsome shifter who makes her want to try for the life she deserves. As Dell unlocks the secrets of Roslyn's past it is clear to
all but him that she is a forbidden temptation.

FORBIDDEN DESIRE
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform From the moment Marcus Foster saw Roxy Patel, he knew she was his mate. Remaining patient because of her troubled past, he was
determined to build her trust. She was his and nothing would change that, not even time. Leaving her past behind, Roxy refused to remain a broken shell of a woman. Determined to
start afresh, moving to a new town was just what she needed. With the help of her new friends, and a wolf shifter wanting to make her his own, all Roxy needed was the chance to
thrive again.

CLAIMING JADE
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Jade Wilder ﬁnds herself standing in the oﬃce of Elite Crime Unit because pixies are after her brother. Yes, you heard right. Pixies! Mean,
ruthless, evil pixies. Her house has been ransacked, her brother is now missing, and she needs help. As Jade's story unfolds, dark elf and badass, Drake, can't deny the danger she is
in or his instant attraction to the beautiful green-eyed human. He appoints himself her protector and soon realizes that walking away from her once the job is done will be next to
impossible.

BEFORE BEN
Hocus Pocus Publishing, Inc. Enemies make the best lovers. It was a one night stand with her worst enemy. Ben Wilde was cocky, charming, and sexy as the best sin. He was also
Courtney McKenna’s weakness. Every single inch of his muscled perfection was trouble and temptation. They’d sparred in the courtroom more times than she could count, and the
tension between them had always been red-hot. One night should have been all she needed to get the guy out of her head and her dreams. Only…it wasn’t. Because before Ben, life
was easy. Life after Ben? Hot. Dark. And dangerous. Courtney tries to ﬁght her scorching desire for Ben even as they plan to face-oﬀ in court once again. Even as they ﬁght for
power. But once you cross some lines, there is no going back. And Ben doesn’t plan to let her go anywhere. He’s had a taste, but Ben wants a whole lot more. Ben Wilde has never
believed that opposites attract, but there is something about button-downed, prim and proper Courtney that has always driven him wild. And when he gets her in his bed, the
attraction he feels for her changes into a sensual obsession. Sure, they can be enemies in the courtroom, but in the bedroom, they are meant to be something else entirely. Be
careful what you want… Someone out there doesn’t want Ben to have Courtney. Someone who will do anything to stop their attraction. But that predator in the dark is messing with
the wrong man. When it comes to Courtney’s safety, Ben will break every rule in the book. He will stop pretending to be nice and show the world just how wicked and dangerous he
can truly be. Because Courtney is his, and Ben will play dirty, he’ll play rough, and he will destroy anyone who threatens her. Author's Note: BEFORE BEN is a complete, stand-alone
novel (no cliﬀhangers). It features one cocky but charming hero who will be brought to his knees, one heroine who will ﬁght ﬁercely for exactly what she wants, and plenty of dark
danger and twists thrown in for fun. Like a sexy story with chills and thrills? This is for you.

VARSHA'S WEDDING NIGHT
Sristhi Publishers & Distributors Varsha and Sandeep are newlyweds and have been saving themselves for marriage. What happens when Varsha and Sandeep are left to their own
devices in their marital bedroom? Give in to the magic of ﬁrsts with the latest in the "Edge of Ecstasy" series from Chetna Khanna.

TOUCH OF THE WOLF
Bantam The werewolf Earl of Greyburn has searched long and hard for his American cousin hoping to secure her pure werewolf blood for the family bloodline, and now that he has
found her, he ﬁnds himself powerfully drawn to her. Original.

HALFWAY TO THE GRAVE
A NIGHT HUNTRESS NOVEL
Harper Collins Meet the vampire world's supercouple Cat and Bones in this special 10th anniversary edition, with a "director's cut" collection of deleted scenes! "Cat and Bones are
combustible together." - Charlaine Harris Half-vampire Catherine Crawﬁeld is going after the undead with a vengeance, hoping that one of these deadbeats is her father—the one
responsible for ruining her mother's life. Then she's captured by Bones, a vampire bounty hunter, and is forced into an unholy partnership. In exchange for ﬁnding her father, Cat
agrees to train with the sexy night stalker until her battle reﬂexes are as sharp as his fangs. She's amazed she doesn't end up as his dinner—are there actually good vampires?
Pretty soon Bones will have her convinced that being half-dead doesn't have to be all bad. But before she can enjoy her newfound status as kick-ass demon hunter, Cat and Bones
are pursued by a group of killers. Now Cat will have to choose a side . . . and Bones is turning out to be as tempting as any man with a heartbeat.

FORBIDDEN SECRETS
"On the run since the murder of her parents, time has come for Leda Kingsman to take her rightful place as pack leader. First she needs to ﬁght for what was stolen from her and
her little brother, Sam. A shifter without a pack, Taz Whelan worked his way into the Lee County Wolves as a tracker. Always the loner, Taz never found anyone he wanted to spend
more than ﬁve minutes with. That’s until stubborn Leda entered his world.As Leda leaves the Lee County Wolves under false pretenses, Taz lets her go, a decision that haunts him.
When he discovers the true reason and what she has been keeping from them all, nothing will stand in his way as he searches for her before the forbidden secrets she holds takes
her from him forever."--Provided by publisher.

THE GHOST WHO WASN'T
Robeth Publishing, LLC

FUGLY
Paper & Silver. Inc A USA Today Bestselling Contemporary Romance from Author Mimi Jean Pamﬁloﬀ UGLY IS IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER… My name is Lily Snow. I am twenty-ﬁve
years old, and despite being born with an unattractive face, I have never doubted who I am: smart, driven, and beautiful on the inside. Until I met Maxwell Cole. He’s handsome,
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excessively wealthy, and the owner of Cole Cosmetics. It’s been my dream to work for this man for as long as I can remember. The good news is he wants to hire me. The bad news
is he wants me for all the wrong reasons. Ugly reasons. In exchange, he’s oﬀered me my dreams on a silver platter. The job. The title. A beautiful future. But this man is as messed
up and ugly as they come on the inside. I’m not sure anyone can help him, and he just might take my heart down with him.

MAGICAL MIDLIFE INVASION
Jessie is well on her way to learning her new life and settling in. The tough alpha, Austin, has joined her team, and she has painstakingly learned to ﬂy. At the moment, life couldn't
get any better. But it can get a whole lot...more irritating. Her parents have decided to visit. They don't know anything about magic, about Jessie's new digs, or about the crazy crew
living in and around Jessie's house. She must do everything in her power to keep the truth away from them. Which would be much easier without the unfelt presence lurking within
Ivy House's borders. It seems an enemy has ﬁgured out a way to magically bypass Ivy House's defenses. Jessie is completely exposed. The real battle, however, won't be with the
incoming force. It will be between Mr. Tom and Jessie's mom, each intent on being the most helpful. Mr. Tom might have met his match, and he is not pleased. Just when things were
ﬁnally settling down, Jessie is in the thick of it again, and this time, the turmoil is all around her.

FOREVER FAE
Books by L.P. Dover, LLC From New York Times Bestselling author L.P. Dover comes a fantastical tale of intoxicating romance and gripping intrigue. Ancient prophecy claims that a
princess of the Summer Court will save the Land of the Fae from an evil determined to destroy it. Yet few believe these words refer to the reigning princess, Calista. Calista herself
isn’t so sure. While her powers are phenomenal, she refuses to count on them alone, and secretly trains for battle with her handsome Guardian, Merrick. She thought she was ready.
Prepared for anything. Then, she meets the seductively charming Prince Ryder of the Winter Court, who makes a ﬁre of desire scorch through her veins. Unfortunately, there
couldn’t be a worst possible moment for her head to be clouded by passion. A dark enemy is closing in, hungry to claim Calista’s body and soul. Were he to achieve his twisted
agenda, he would steal her power and take her as his Dark Queen. Can the two men ﬁghting for Calista’s heart work together to protect her from a fate worse than death? Or will
the call of destiny come with gut-wrenching sacriﬁce and heart-breaking loss? **Steamy New Adult Fantasy Romance** *** The FOREVER FAE series Forever Fae Betrayals of Spring
Summer of Frost Reign of Ice This book will resonate with people looking to read: free ebook, free fantasy books, fae fantasy, fae royalty romance, enchanting, Land of the Fae,
magical realms, fae prophecy, sexy fantasy fae, alpha fae prince, steamy fae books, dragon shifters, fae princess, dark fantasy fae romance, romantasy novels, magical creatures,
dark magic, fae, magic, claiming, mate bond, feel-good romance, contemporary romance, romantic comedy, series, romantic comedy series, racy, sexy, heartwarming, heartwarming romance, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance series, sassy,
captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, beach romance, books for summer, books for the beach, beach series, books for winter, love in
bloom, wicked, dirty, ﬁerce, alpha heroes, funny romance, laugh romance, modern romance, smart romance, something funny to read, love story, happily ever after, happy ending,
dark romance, hot romance, romance for adults, contemporary romance, funny romance, funny romance new, swoonworthy, romance series, romance series, romance books, beach
reads, new adult, small-town, funny, female, stories, sensual, sensual romance, alpha male, dominant male, hot guy, fun summer reads, love and friendship, new romance series,
hot romance series, new beach read, free beach house book, free beach romance, free summer romance, free vacation romance, free summer book, steamy romance, romance
series, family romance, big family, friend romance, friends to lovers, contemporary crush, love story, romance love, new adult romance, contemporary romance and sex, friendship.

SPELL HELL: AN UNDERCOVER WITCH
N.L. Hoﬀmann Casting Hell…one spell at a time. Who knew that a single witch could have so many forces troubling her community? Everyone seems to get a case to work except
Sophie Dexter, but when the Witches' Council ﬁnally assigns her one, it comes along with an egotistical, jerky vampire that seems to have it out for witches. At least, that’s what
Sophie suspects. Riverdale, Colorado is where it all begins. Witches go missing, and then are found...murdered. What do they all have in common, besides being dead? They were all
hired-and subsequently ﬁred-by the jerky vampire and powerful software magnate himself, Drake Jacobi. Sophie must go undercover as one of Drake’s secretaries in order to
discover what is really going on at his company. Will her arsenal of spells prevent her fate from becoming the same as the others before her? Or will her own destiny be even worse
if she falls under the spell of the handsome vampire?

A WARRIOR WEDDING (THE PROTECTORS SERIES) BOOK #7
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform After a devastating blow, the VC Warriors ﬁnd themselves ﬁghting, but not an enemy they can see. Their power and expertise alone cannot
save the ones they love. Breaking new and old laws, one Warrior is determined to save his mate no matter the consequences, but will his mate agree to be his downfall.

SANCTUARY
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Drowning in debt, the owner of Stone's Wolf Sanctuary, Gemma Stone, is as exhausted as she is determined. Not only does she have to win
over frightened, injured wolves daily, but she's tired of those threatening to close her sanctuary down. It's not until Eric Jackson walked into her life that she sees a light at the end
of the lonely tunnel she's been traveling. To the surprise of both, they have more in common than either could have ever imagined.

FATE KNOWS BEST
After her boss became her ex-boyfriend and turned her life inside out, Rebecca is on the road looking for adventure and a place to call home. She never imagined the mysterious
road she would take would lead her to a grumpy hot Sheriﬀ, a gorgeous playboy and a group of gay fashionistas, or, that they would be bear and lion shifters. Reading about being a
shifter's mate was one thing, living it was another.Aleks has sworn oﬀ human women. After working a brutal homicide he as returned to the shifter-only town of his birth to date the
local shifter women and hopefully ﬁnd a nice female bear to give him cubs. When Fate throws him an itty, bitty human as a mate, he refuses to have anything to do with her.As the
attraction between them grows Aleks realizes that he can't seem to stay away from the tiny dark-haired human, but the realization may come too late, as he faces the fact that
though her body was never in any danger, he may have shattered her heart. He wonders if she will be safe with him and she wonders if she will ever be what he always wanted.In
the end he they will both see that¿Fate Knows Best

RODEO ROMANCE
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Jake McCabe had one rule. Never date a client. Trisha Summers had a new rule. Never date a man again. Rules were meant to be broken.

QUINTUS
MT Carvin Publishing, LLC From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author Kym Grosso Powerful vampire, Quintus Tullius, returns to New Orleans after a demon attacks.
Elusive and lethal, he conceals his true powers from all others, wielding his strength over the centuries as he sees ﬁt. When he’s healed by an attractive stranger, he quickly realizes
her altruistic actions are driven by more than kindness, and she is not who she appears to be. Unsure if he can trust the dangerous beauty, he swears to protect her, captivated by
the one creature he’d never expected to ﬂame his desire. Gabriella Savoie has been on the run since she was thirteen years old. Determined to survive, she practices a unique blend
of magick to hide from the coven who seeks her death. Desperate, she leads a treacherous existence in underground clubs, selling her mystical blood to vampires to survive. Drawn
to the one person who can save her, she spirals into an erotic journey, exploring her hidden fantasies within the arms of the seductive vampire. From Louisiana to New York, their
sensual and perilous adventure leads them to discover ancient secrets, searching for the artifact that will set her beast free. As Gabriella accepts her fate, will she sacriﬁce her
magick to be with the vampire who is her true mate? Will Quintus trust her and reveal his powers, acknowledging the unexpected bond to a woman who isn’t human? And will he be
able to save her, thwarting the impending evil that descends on Big Easy?

BLAZE (THE PROTECTORS SERIES) BOOK #10
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Haunted by a past he's struggling to forget, Blaze once again ﬁnds himself a VC Warrior-something he swore would never happen. Conﬁdent
he could easily walk away again, his connection to a certain redhead makes that decision harder than he imagined. Trying to ﬁt into the Warrior world, Katrina holds a secret that
could ruin the new life she is ﬁghting to ﬁt into. And having feelings for a certain Warrior does not make things any easier. As Blaze's past catches up to him and Katrina's secret is
exposed, they discover a deep bond that neither can ﬁght. It soon becomes clear that a past can be put to rest, but secrets can be deadly.

DARK NEED
A NOVEL OF THE DARKYN
Penguin AN ACHING EMPTINESS... Homicide detective Samantha Brown is a tough, highly decorated cop. But for the past twelve lonely years, since she nearly died of a gunshot
wound, she has felt a deep inner longing. A LONG-LOST LOVE... The mysterious Lucan, with his timeless ability to seduce women, is focusing on the emotionally battered Samantha,
who has awakened his wild memories of a long-ago love. A PASSION THAT WILL BE FULFILLED. As Samantha pursues a deranged killer, her only clue is a medieval cross inscribed
“Lucan”—the name of a man who owns a nightclub near the murder scene. Drawn into a seamy underworld, Samantha falls for Lucan, who believes that he’s a vampire and that
Samantha is his reincarnated ﬁrst love. Now she must save this man who seems beyond redemption—and who fulﬁlls her deepest, darkest desires....

REFUGE
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Consumed with a need for revenge, Cole Jackson becomes blind to all he should hold dear. It's not until vengeance has been carried out that
he realizes what he's almost lost. After being brutally attacked, Leeza Snow, has kept her head up with her pride intact. What everyone doesn't see is the shattered heart she
conceals, not only from her pack but from the man she's destined to be with. While time can heal scars, it will take trust to oﬀer a promise of a happy future.
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A BOGIE IN THE BOAT
A LINX & BOGIE STORY
Recurve Press, LLC. You know what doesn't go down well with morning coﬀee? A body in a canal. But when a neighbor ﬁnds a grim discovery in the waterways of Venice Beach, Linx
Maxwell gets an unexpected visitor in the form of a new ghost. The only problem? Her new ghost doesn't see eye to eye with her old one. Detective Frank Bogle doesn't know what
to make of the young victim. Haunting Linx is his job, and he doesn't want company. All the same, he can hardly deny that the excitement of an unsolved crime intrigues him. The
new ghost claims he was murdered-and the trail leads right to the home of Linx's new client. Two ghosts? One is bad enough! Linx will do anything to get rid of the unwelcome
company, including snooping around a tech millionaire's house, posing as the victim's girlfriend, and catching the attention of the very handsome-and very alive-Detective Lee.

LUCA'S MAGIC EMBRACE
MT Carvin Publishing, LLC An erotic paranormal romance… Sexy vampire, Luca Macquarie doesn’t do love; especially not with humans. Yet, ever since he rescued Samantha Irving, he
can’t deny the enigmatic attraction he’s developed for the alluring mortal woman. Concerned for her safety, he’s determined to bring Samantha back to her coven. His mission is to
go ﬁnd the novice witch and bring her home, nothing more, nothing less; falling for her is not supposed to be part of the plan. Samantha doesn’t want to be a witch, yet that’s
exactly what she is. After failing to elicit her magic, she escapes to the mountains in an attempt to resume a semblance of her previous human life. When an arsonist torches her
cabin, Samantha’s worst fears are realized. Aware that her life is on the line, she reluctantly agrees to return to New Orleans with Luca. In the Big Easy, Samantha and Luca embark
on a spellbinding journey, searching for a mystical amulet that promises to release her obligation from an ancient, lethal vampire who’s been threatening her life. With cryptic clues
and clandestine allies, will Luca and Samantha destroy the dangerous amulet before others acquire it, setting forth a chain of catastrophic consequences? And will Luca give into his
erotic desire for the witch who magically captures heart?

LOGAN'S ACADIAN WOLVES
MT Carvin Publishing, LLC An erotic paranormal romance... Deep in the heart of New Orleans, Acadian Wolves’ Alpha, Logan Reynaud, rescues a beautiful woman in the dead of night.
Intrigued by the mysterious human, the commanding Alpha is determined to elicit all of her secrets, including her deepest fantasies. After tragedy strikes, Logan discovers
dangerous adversaries are planning an attack in his city. Driven by responsibility and honor, Logan must protect both his pack and the woman who’s captivated his attention. Dr.
Wynter Ryan, a leading virologist, is fascinated with her charismatic protector. As the chemistry ignites between her and the dominant Alpha, she relinquishes her ties to the past,
embracing ecstasy and submission within his arms and intrepidly acquiescing to her own adventurous instincts. Succumbing to desire, she learns to trust her Alpha, discovering
what it means to be wolf. Passion and mystery on the bayou stirs Logan’s wolf, demanding he claim his mate. Yet Wynter’s a distraction he can’t aﬀord when his priority is to lead
his new pack. Will Logan surrender to the uncontrollable need to claim Wynter as his mate? And will he be able to keep her alive, ﬁnding the killer who threatens the Acadian
Wolves? Warning: This book contains several erotic love scenes, including m/f/m menage, and is intended for adult readers only.

FORBIDDEN SEDUCTION (LEE COUNTY WOLVES) BOOK #2
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Hunter Foster single-handedly exposed the shifter community after shifting in front of humans to protect a Vampire Council Warrior. With
no regrets, he heads home to answer for his crime of breaking an outdated law. Back in his town, he is faced with rogue packs challenging their alpha, his brother, as well as the
woman he has spent years avoiding. Finally, he has to come to terms with what his wolf has been telling him and what he as a man has been ﬁghting against.

TRISTAN'S LYCEUM WOLVES
MT Carvin Publishing, LLC p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 16.0px Times; -webkit-text-stroke: #000000} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 16.0px Times; webkit-text-stroke: #000000; min-height: 19.0px} span.s1 {font-kerning: none} From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author Kym Grosso *2014 RONE AWARD WINNER*
*AMAZON TOP 100 BESTSELLER* *IRC NOMINATED BEST INDIE BOOK of 2014 for PARANORMAL ROMANCE* An erotic paranormal romance... Charismatic and powerful Lyceum Wolves'
Alpha, Tristan Livingston, is out for revenge after a devastating attack on his pack. Not only did he survive a building collapse, he orchestrated the rebuild of his chic, state-of-theart nightclub within a week. Determined to mete out justice, he rescues a beautiful witness who may be the key to helping him ﬁnd the perpetrators. Dr. Kalli Williams, dedicated
veterinarian, is hiding a secret that endangers not only her own life but the lives of wolves across the country. After being tortured by a savage vampire, she's reluctantly agrees to
help the sexy Alpha in his quest to identify suspects; ones who'd kill her on the spot if they knew she existed. As Kalli places herself in the hands of the dominant wolf, she soon
ﬁnds she wants nothing more than to submit. Tristan, committed to ruling his pack as a lone wolf, is inexplicably drawn to the mysterious and enticing woman, who seems more
than human, but not quite supernatural. As he discovers her secret, he teaches her the meaning of trust, helping her learn how to be true to her nature. After living a lifetime alone,
will he succumb to the visceral need to claim her, acknowledging the soul binding connection between an Alpha and his mate? And will he prevail against the menacing enemy who
threatens to destroy Lyceum Wolves? Warning: This book contains several erotic love scenes, including m/f/m menage, and is intended for adult readers only.
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